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SnazzyCat

Abstract
The SnazzyCat (SNZY) whitepaper unveils a
groundbreaking approach to meme coins,
merging the allure of feline culture with the
pioneering spirit of decentralized finance (DeFi).
SNZY is set to foster a dynamic and welcoming
community where members can indulge in
entertaining transactions while promoting
ecosystem growth. This document outlines
SNZY's vision, tokenomics, and strategic
roadmap.



ABOUT

PROBLEM STATEMENT
The meme coin sector is often
plagued by a lack of transparency,
sustainability, and real utility,
leading to investor apprehension
and market instability. Many
projects fall short in delivering
long-term value.

SOLUTIONS
SNZY tackles these challenges by
emphasizing community
engagement, transparency, and a
sustainable economic model. By
introducing innovative features
such as AI-Generated NFTs and a
clear roadmap, SNZY aims to offer
a rewarding experience for its
users and foster a strong, loyal
community.

SnazzyCat (SNZY) embarks on an
adventure to inject fun and
enthusiasm into the crypto
sphere. By weaving meme culture
with DeFi principles, SNZY aspires
to cultivate a playful yet robust
ecosystem for user interaction
and transactions.



TOKENOMICS
TOTAL SUPPLY

100,000,000,000 SNZY

PRESALE
30,000,000,000 SNZY 
(30% of Total Supply)

PUBLIC SALE
50,000,000,000 SNZY 
(50% of Total Supply)

TRANSACTION TAX
0%

DEVELOPMENT &
MARKETING
20,000,000,000 SNZY 
(20% of Total Supply)



ROADMAP

PHASE 1
Presale of $SNZY tokens on
PinkSale
Launch of $SNZY on
PancakeSwap
Development of core features
and initial market growth

PHASE 2
Development of $SNZY bridge
to Ethereum network
Launch of $SNZY on Uniswap

PHASE 3
Renouncing the ownership to
community.
Ongoing development and
engagement with the
community.



CONCLUSION

SnazzyCat (SNZY) heralds a novel chapter in the meme
coin saga, where amusement aligns with sustainability.
Armed with a vibrant community and a crystal-clear vision,
SNZY is on track to make a substantial impact in the
cryptocurrency domain.


